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The Fall of Yugoslavia 1992 vigorous passionate humane and extremely readable
for an account of what has actually happened glenny s book so far stands
unparalleled the new republic the fall of yugoslavia tells the whole true
story of the balkan crisis and the ensuing war for those around the world who
have watched the battle unfold with a mixture of horror dread and confusion
when croatia and slovenia declared their independence in june 1991 peaceful
neighbors of four decades took up arms against each other once again and a
savage war flared in the balkans the underlying causes go back to business
left unfinished by both the second and first world wars in this acclaimed
book now revised and updated with a new chapter on the dayton accords and the
subsequent u s involvement misha glenny offers a sobering eyewitness
chronicle of the events that rekindled the violent conflict a lucid and
impartial analysis of the politics behind them and incisive portraits of the
main personalities involved above all he shows us the human realities behind
the headlines and puts in its true historical context one of the most
ferocious civil wars of our time
The Fall of Yugoslavia 1996-09 in this third fully revised and updated
discussion of the five year conflict in the former yugoslavia misha glenny
looks ahead to the uncertain future in this turbulent region it is an
eyewitness chronicle of the struggle for independence for croatia and
slovenia
The Balkan Wars, 1912-1913 2005-01-01 there has broken out and is now in
progress a war which is generally regarded as the greatest of all time a war
already involving five of the six great powers and three of the smaller
nations of europe as well as japan and turkey so opens this second edition of
the classic history published mere months after the first in 1914 and
prompted by the rapidly devolving global political situation students of
world war i and war reportage will find a stunning immediacy and a
journalistic urgency in this recounting of a war that turned out to be but a
mere skirmish preceding a much larger conflagration told by a diplomat on the
scene the author a former philosophy professor served as u s minister to
greece and montenegro during the balkan wars author bio jacob gould schurman
1854 1942 was born on prince edward island and educated in britain and
germany but spent much of his life in the service of government and education
in the united states in 1892 he was named cornell university s third
president and during his 28 year tenure advanced the causes of academic
freedom and intellectual liberalism his wide ranging diplomatic missions
embarked upon during his years as cornell s president took him around the
globe to postings in the pacific europe and china
The Balkan Wars 2009-01-01 for many countries in europe the early twentieth
century was a maelstrom of conflict as age old alliances and feuds shifted
and realigned in response to modernity imperialism colonialism and myriad
other variables in this wide ranging analysis of the balkan wars that erupted
in 1912 and 1913 when bulgaria greece serbia and montenegro mounted a joint
attack against the ottoman empire historian jacob gould schurman assesses the
aftermath and implications including the conflict s impact on the stirrings
of turmoil that would later lead to the first world war
The Old Bridge 1995 nowhere is the refugee problem more apparent than in the
former yugoslavia on his five journeys to the area between august 1992 and
september 1994 christopher merrill has witnessed firsthand the plight of the
refugees men and women whose stories illustrate their urgent needs and the



international community s inability to meet those needs
Only the Nails Remain 2001-10-23 only the nails remain scenes from the balkan
wars is a chronicle of poet and critic christopher merrillos ten war time
journeys to the balkans from the years 1992 through 1996 at once a travelogue
a book of war reportage and a biography of the imagination under siege this
beautifully written and personal narrative takes the reader along on the
authoros journeys to all the provinces and republics of the former yugoslavia
and surrounding countries this literary meditation on war is a fascinating
portrait of the poetry politics and the people of the balkans which will
provide insight into the past present and future of those war torn lands
The Past in Exile 2007 in this study of identity politics memory and long
distance nationalism among serbian migrants in california the author examines
the complicated ways in which visions of the past are used to form diaspora
subjects and make claims to the homeland in the present drawing on extended
fieldwork in the san francisco bay area community she shows how the yugoslav
wars generated a revaluation serbian history and personal life stories
resulting in the strengthening of ethnic identity nevertheless strategies for
dealing with rupture and change also included contestation of exile
nationalism
The Balkan Wars 1912-1913 2002-01-04 in the balkan wars 1912 1913 richard
hall examines the origins the enactment and the resolution of the balkan wars
during which the ottoman empire fought a balkan coalition of bulgaria greece
montenegro and serbia the balkan wars of 1912 1913 opened an era of conflict
in europe at the beginning of the 20th century which lasted until 1918 and
which established a basis for problems which tormented europe until the end
of the century based on archival as well as published diplomatic and military
sources this book provides the first comprehensive perspective on the
diplomatic and military aspects of the balkan wars it demonstrates that
because of the diplomatic problems raised and the military strategies and
tactics pursued to resolve those problems the balkan wars of 1912 1913 were
the first phase of the greater and wider conflict of the first world war
Armies of the Balkan Wars 1912–13 2012-03-20 in 1912 the balkan states formed
an alliance in an effort to break free from the crumbling ottoman empire
forming an army of some 645 000 troops from greece bulgaria serbia and
montenego they took on a force of 400 000 turkish soldiers both sides were
equipped with the latest weapons technology this book looks at the diverse
and sometimes colourful uniforms worn by both sides paying special attention
to insignia weapons and equipment it also gives an overview of the campaigns
that became a priming pan of world war i
Armies of the Balkan Wars 1912–13 2012-03-20 in 1912 the balkan states formed
an alliance in an effort to break free from the crumbling ottoman empire
forming an army of some 645 000 troops from greece bulgaria serbia and
montenego they took on a force of 400 000 turkish soldiers both sides were
equipped with the latest weapons technology this book looks at the diverse
and sometimes colourful uniforms worn by both sides paying special attention
to insignia weapons and equipment it also gives an overview of the campaigns
that became a priming pan of world war i
The Balkan Wars 2020-08-13 reproduction of the original the balkan wars by
jacob gould schurman
Balkan Wars 1916 there has broken out and is now in progress a war which is
generally regarded as the greatest of all time a war already involving five



of the six great powers and three of the smaller nations of europe as well as
japan and turkey so opens this second edition of the classic history
published mere months after the first in 1914 and prompted by the rapidly
devolving global political situation students of world war i and war
reportage will find a stunning immediacy and a journalistic urgency in this
recounting of a war that turned out to be but a mere skirmish preceding a
much larger conflagration told by a diplomat on the scene the author a former
philosophy professor served as u s minister to greece and montenegro during
the balkan wars author bio jacob gould schurman 1854 1942 was born on prince
edward island and educated in britain and germany but spent much of his life
in the service of government and education in the united states in 1892 he
was named cornell university s third president and during his 28 year tenure
advanced the causes of academic freedom and intellectual liberalism his wide
ranging diplomatic missions embarked upon during his years as cornell s
president took him around the globe to postings in the pacific europe and
china
The Balkan Wars 2006-01-01 the clinton administration and the other nato
governments boast that the alliance won a great victory in its war against
yugoslavia
NATO's Empty Victory 2000 did you know that the balkan peninsula is often
referred to as the powder keg of europe it was a term devised in the early
20th century to describe the unstable political situation in the region just
before it exploded into a conflict known as the first world war the balkan
wars were a series of conflicts fought between the balkan league bulgaria
serbia greece and montenegro and its allies and the ottoman empire but these
wars didn t involve any of the great european powers such as germany france
or the united kingdom this is what makes them less known but they were
crucial for the development of the european political scene the balkan wars
were first fought for ethnic groups that were ruled by the ottoman empire so
they could gain their complete independence and expand their territory
looking up to the successful western states serbia bulgaria montenegro and
greece wanted to achieve national states with a territory that would gather
all their ethnic brothers into one state but the legacy of the ottoman empire
lives on in the multiethnic hodgepodge of the balkan peninsula unlike
westerners the ottomans considered their faith to be the uniting factor not
the idea of belonging to a nation this belief created the complex situation
in the balkans that lasts to this day to understand this part of europe one
must look into the past and understand the obscure and complex conflicts that
are known as the balkan wars this book will take you into the past and show
you how it all started from the creation of the balkan league to the
bucharest peace conference read captivating history s the balkan wars to
understand the origins of the conflict as well as the national aspirations of
the balkan people how bulgaria gained independence just to lose it against
its will the creation of the balkan league how bulgarians pushed the ottomans
out of thrace and europe how they lost macedonia their ultimate goal in the
process the role of the greek navy in the balkan wars how greece took
thessaly and its main prize the port of thessaloniki why the montenegrins
were tied to serbia and what their role in the war was why serbia and greece
agreed on an alliance why romania and the ottoman empire jumped into the
conflict how it all ended with a peace treaty signed in bucharest and
constantinople don t miss this opportunity to learn about the balkan wars



scroll up and click the add to cart button
The Balkan Wars 2021-09-11 described as the sick man of europe by the great
powers the ottoman empire in the early twentieth century was in terminal
decline the newly independent balkan states greece serbia montenegro and
bulgaria each had significant ethnic populations who had remained under
ottoman rule under the guidance of russia which had its own interests in
south east europe they joined forces against the ottomans under the name of
the balkan league in 1912 in the first phase of the balkan wars bulgarian
greek montenegrin and serbian armies fought together against the ottoman
empire dealing the ottomans a heavy defeat in a result that made headlines
around the world in the second phase the balkan states fought each other and
romania also entered the war in the conflict s aftermath new borders failed
to satisfy any of the belligerent parties interventions by the great powers
further increased tensions in the region as the ultimate result the first
bullet that triggered the first world war was fired in sarajevo in june 1914
the causes and effects of the balkan wars have remained controversial despite
the passage of time in this volume writers from various balkan nations and
from across various disciplines have come together under the aegis of the
balkan history association to address little known and little studied aspects
of the wars collectively they analyze a huge range of political historical
medical sociological and religious aspects of the conflict the book with its
groundbreaking content and unique bibliographies will be an important guide
for undergraduate and graduate students studying the political military
social and artistic history of the balkan wars and the balkan nations
The Balkan Wars 2023 this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on
the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to
the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been
proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original
graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part
of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Inner History of the Balkan War 2018-11-08 when it comes to the balkans
most people quickly become lost in the quagmire of struggle and intractable
hatred that consumes that ancient land today many assume that the genesis of
the past ten years of atrocity in the region might have had something to do
with tito and his repressive yugoslav regime or perhaps with the
assassination of franz ferdinand in 1914 the seeds were really planted much
much earlier on a desolate plain in kosovo in 1389 when the serbian prince
lazar and his army clashed with and were defeated by the ottoman forces of
sultan murad i in this riveting new history of the balkan peoples
andréerolymatos explores how ancient events engendered cultural myths that
evolved over time gaining psychic strength in the collective consciousnesses
of orthodox christians and muslims alike in colorful detail we meet the key
figures that instigated and perpetuated these myths including the assassin
heroes milos obolic and gavrilo princip and the warlord ali pasha this lively
survey of centuries of strife finally puts the modern conflicts in bosnia and



kosovo into historical context and provides a long overdue account of the
origins of ethnic hatred and warmongering in this turbulent land
The Balkan Wars 2008-08-05 this book explores the historial role of the
balkan wars in eastern europe the two balkan wars of 1912 13 had greater
importance than the first world war for the construction of nations and
states this volume shows how these short wars profoundly changed the
sociopolitical situation in the balkans with consequences that are still felt
today more than one hundred years later the successors of the belligerent
states in southeastern europe memorialize the wars as heroic highlights of
their respective pasts furthermore the metaphor that the balkans were europe
s powder keg perpetuated at the beginning of the twentieth century in the
face of these wars was reactivated in both the west and the east up through
the yugoslav wars of the 1990s the authors entangle the hitherto exclusive
national master narratives and analyse them cogently and trenchantly for an
international readership they make an indispensable contribution to the
proper integration of the balkan wars into the european historical memory of
twentieth century warfare
The Balkan Wars from Contemporary Perception to Historic Memory 2017-01-10
the interest in the balkan wars of 1912 1913 has exceeded the expectations of
the publishers of this volume the first edition which was published five
months ago is already exhausted and a second is now called for meanwhile
there has broken out and is now in progress a war which is generally regarded
as the greatest of all time a war already involving five of the six great
powers and three of the smaller nations of europe as well as japan and turkey
and likely at any time to embroil other countries in europe asia and africa
which are already embraced in the area of military operations this war of
many nations had its origin in the balkan situation it began on july 28 with
the declaration of the dual monarchy to the effect that from that moment
austria hungary was in a state of war with servia and the fundamental reason
for this declaration as given in the note or ultimatum to servia was the
charge that the servian authorities had encouraged the pan serb agitation
which seriously menaced the integrity of austria hungary and had already
caused the assassination at sarajevo of the heir to the throne
East Central European Society and the Balkan Wars 1987 the history of the
balkans incorporates all the major historical themes of the 20th century the
rise of nationalism communism and fascism state sponsored genocide and urban
warfare focusing on the centuries opening decades war in the balkans seeks to
shed new light on the balkan wars through approaching each regional and
ethnic conflict as a separate actor before placing them in a wider context
although top down great powers historiography is often used to describe the
beginnings of the world war i not enough attention has been paid to the
events in the region in the years preceding the archduke ferdinand s
assassination the balkan wars saw the defeat of the ottoman empire the end of
the bulgarian kingdom then one of the most powerful military countries in the
region an unprecedented hardening of serbian nationalism the swallowing up of
slovenes croats and slovaks in a larger balkan entity and thus set in place
the pattern of border realignments which would become familiar for much of
the twentieth century
The Balkan Wars 2017-10-30 this authoritative reference follows the history
of conflicts in the balkan peninsula from the 19th century through the
present day the balkan peninsula which consists of albania bulgaria romania



moldova and the former yugoslavia resides in the southeastern part of the
european continent its strategic location as well as its long and bloody
history of conflict have helped to define the balkans role in global affairs
this singular reference focuses on the events individuals organizations and
ideas that have made this region an international player and shaped warfare
there for hundreds of years historian and author richard c hall traces the
sociopolitical history of the area starting with the early internal conflicts
as the balkan states attempted to break away from the ottoman empire to the
assassination of archduke franz ferdinand that ignited world war i to the
yugoslav wars that erupted in the 1990s and the subsequent war crimes still
being investigated today additional coverage focuses on how these countries
continue to play an important role in global affairs and international
politics
War in the Balkans 2015-11-20 winner of the 2015 norman b tomlinson jr book
prize serbia and the balkan front 1914 is the first history of the great war
to address in depth the crucial events of 1914 as they played out on the
balkan front james lyon demonstrates how blame for the war s outbreak can be
placed squarely on austria hungary s expansionist plans and internal
political tensions serbian nationalism south slav aspirations the unresolved
eastern question and a political assassination sponsored by renegade elements
within serbia s security services in doing so he portrays the background and
events of the sarajevo assassination and the subsequent military campaigns
and diplomacy on the balkan front during 1914 the book details the first
battle of the first world war the first allied victory and the massive
military humiliations austria hungary suffered at the hands of tiny serbia
while discussing the oversized strategic role serbia played for the allies
during 1914 lyon challenges existing historiography that contends the
habsburg army was ill prepared for war and shows that the dual monarchy was
in fact superior in manpower and technology to the serbian army thus laying
blame on austria hungary s military leadership rather than on its state of
readiness based on archival sources from belgrade sarajevo and vienna and
using never before seen material to discuss secret negotiations between
turkey and belgrade to carve up albania serbia s desertion epidemic its near
surrender to austria hungary in november 1914 and how serbia became the first
belligerent to openly proclaim its war aims serbia and the balkan front 1914
enriches our understanding of the outbreak of the war and serbia s role in
modern europe it is of great importance to students and scholars of the
history of the first world war as well as military diplomatic and modern
european history
Inner History of the Balkan War 2019 the fuse to the first world war was lit
in the balkans where simmering hatreds exploded into violence like a string
of firecrackers these hatreds had been fuelled by attacks on the turkish
ottoman empire in the previous few years from 1911 1912 italy seized libya in
1912 the balkan states united to drive turkey out of europe in the first
balkans war and in the following year in the second balkans war turned on
each other in a division of the spoils which allowed turkey to retain a
foothold in europe this was a war of land campaigns sea battles and
amphibious operations in which the new military technology was first used
submarine and aircraft attacked ships aircraft made reconnaissance flights
and bombed troops while even electronic warfare was used it also saw mirror
images of the events in the first world war bulgarians driven from salonika



where an allied army would later be contained and turkish troops held back in
the dardanelles their guns driving off a naval task force these now forgotten
wars were the overture to the first world war and yet they have overtones a
century later the first world war saw echoes of these campaigns in salonika
and especially in the dardanelles while the ethnic tensions would erupt into
further bloodshed after the cold war ended as yugoslavia collapsed during the
1990s
War in the Balkans 2014-10-09 no one could have observed at close range the
balkan wars of 1912 1913 without perceiving always in the background and
occasionally in the foreground the colossal rival figures of russia and
austria hungary attention was called to the phenomenon at various points in
this volume and especially in the concluding pages
Serbia and the Balkan Front, 1914 2015-07-30 peace theories and the balkan
war is a classic balkan war history text by norman angell that examines the
balkan wars in the years preceeding world war one whether we blame the
belligerents or criticise the powers or sit in sackcloth and ashes ourselves
is absolutely of no consequence at the present moment we have sometimes been
assured by persons who profess to know that the danger of war has become an
illusion well here is a war which has broken out in spite of all that rulers
and diplomatists could do to prevent it a war in which the press has had no
part a war which the whole force of the money power has been subtly and
steadfastly directed to prevent which has come upon us not through the
ignorance or credulity of the people but on the contrary through their
knowledge of their history and their destiny and through their intense
realisation of their wrongs and of their duties as they conceived them a war
which from all these causes has burst upon us with all the force of a
spontaneous explosion and which in strife and destruction has carried all
before it
The Balkan War 1912-1913 2005 the balkan wars from 1912 to 1913 from jacob
gould schurman jacob gould schurman canadian born educator and diplomat 1854
1942
The Balkan Wars 2021-08-27 in this collection scholars policymakers and
military officials explore the conditions that gave rise to the balkan wars
in the 1990s the application of international law to the wars the conduct of
the wars and post war issues the essays are based on presentations given at
the international conference on the balkans held at florida atlantic
university in february 2002 the contributors come from varied backgrounds
including international law genocide studies peacekeeping european politics
communications history and military studies
Prelude to the First World War 2017-01-24 no critical analysis has ever
examined the specific reasons for the ottoman defeat erickson s study fills
this gap by studying the operations of the ottoman army from october 1912
through july 1913 and by providing a comprehensive explanation of its
doctrines and planning procedures this book is written at an operational
level that details every campaign at the level of the army corps more than 30
maps numerous orders of battle and actual ottoman army operations orders
illustrate how the turks planned and fought their battles of particular note
is the inclusion of the only detailed history in english of the ottoman x
corps sarkoy amphibious invasion also included are definitive appendix about
ottoman military aviation and a summary of the turks efforts to incorporate
the lessons learned from the war into their military structure in 1914 the



ottoman empire fought the balkan wars of 1912 1913 against the joint forces
of bulgaria greece montenegro and serbia and was decisively defeated the
ottoman army is frequently depicted as a mob of poorly clad faceless turks
inept in their attempts to fight a modern war yet by 1912 the ottoman army
which was constructed on the german model was in many ways more advanced than
certain european armies
The Balkan Wars 1912 To 1913 2004-06-01 though persistently overshadowed by
the great war in historical memory the two balkan conflicts of 1912 1913 were
among the most consequential of the early twentieth century by pitting the
states of greece bulgaria serbia and montenegro against a diminished ottoman
empire and subsequently against one another they anticipated many of the
horrors of twentieth century warfare even as they produced the tense regional
politics that helped spark world war i bringing together an international
group of scholars this volume applies the social and cultural insights of the
new military history to revisit this critical episode with a central focus on
the experiences of both combatants and civilians during wartime
Peace Theories and the Balkan War 2017-10-30 this book uses a comparative
case study approach to examine how security cultures change under the impact
of political shocks and learning through failure the book thus analyzes the
security cultures of germany and the united states as they evolve under the
impact of the war in bosnia herzegovina from 1992 to 1995 the thesis thereby
also enhances our understanding of german and u s foreign policies using
paired observations for controlled comparison the thesis employs process
tracing to examine the nature and quantity of change the case studies
demonstrate that security cultures influence the assessment of political
situations restrain policy objectives and condition the range of issues to
which political attention is devoted both cases reveal that security cultures
affect the evaluation of policy options and the choices that are made the
thesis argues that different transformations of german and u s security
cultures led to divergent political behavior particularly with regard to the
use of force resulting in more forceful and effective interventions in bosnia
and a reframing of future interventions in third party conflicts domestic
reactions to the bosnian war transformed the security culture in germany
whereas reactions in the u s triggered a re ranking of cultural preferences
understanding how security cultures change and evolve through exogenous and
endogenous factors improves the chances of policy success in today s
challenging international environment
The Inner History of the Balkan War 1930 the balkan wars by jacob gould
schurman
The Balkan Wars from 1912 To 1913 2015-05-08 this is a curated and
comprehensive collection of the most important works covering matters related
to national security diplomacy defense war strategy and tactics the
collection spans centuries of thought and experience and includes the latest
analysis of international threats both conventional and asymmetric it also
includes riveting first person accounts of historic battles and wars some of
the books in this series are reproductions of historical works preserved by
some of the leading libraries in the world as with any reproduction of a
historical artifact some of these books contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc we believe these books are essential to this
collection and the study of war and have therefore brought them back into
print despite these imperfections we hope you enjoy the unmatched breadth and



depth of this collection from the historical to the just published works
Reflections on the Balkan Wars 2004-01-16
Defeat in Detail 2003-02-28
The Wars of Yesterday 2018-01-31
The Balkan War Drama 1913
Security Culture in Times of War: 2020-08-07
Somebody Else's War 1992
The Balkan Wars 2015-02-28
Bulgaria and Her People 2015-02-24
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